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Mission

The West Virginia Center for End-of-Life Care 

provides coordination, education, and resources so that at 

the end of life West Virginians will have their wishes for 

care known and respected.
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National Health Care Decisions Day Month 2021

• Provide free education and resources for advance care 

planning

• Encourage everyone to participate in advance care planning

– Complete a Medical Power of Attorney form at minimum

• Share the Center’s services

Follow along for updates:

Wvendoflife.org

@Wvendoflife (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube)
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History

2000: The WV Legislature enacted the “Health Care Decisions Act.” 

2002: WV Legislature amended the Health Care Decision Act to include the POST form.

2002: On 7/1/2002, the WV Center for End-of-Life Care was officially established 

through support from the legislature.

2010: The WVCEOLC created the e-Directive Registry

2012: The WVCEOLC & the WV Health Information Network (WVHIN) launched the 

e-Directive Registry.
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NEW Definition of Advance Care Planning
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Purpose of Advance Care Planning

• Improve understanding of medical condition 

• Identify patient’s goals for care

• Name a trusted decision-maker in the event of incapacity

• Prepare for decisions that may have to be made over time 
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The Process

Conversation

Putting wishes on paper

Executing the advance directive

Ongoing conversation and review 
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Patient’s Wishes Can Be Written in a Variety of Ways:

• Advance directives:

– Medical Power of Attorney (MPOA)

– Living Will (LW)

– Combined MPOA/LW

– Mental Health Advance Directive (MHAD)

• Medical orders:

– POST form

– Do Not Resuscitate (DNR) card

• Healthcare Surrogate 
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Advance Directives

• Legal documents expressing a patient’s medical wishes

• Completed in advance of becoming sick

• Must be witnessed (2) and notarized to be valid

• Does not need a health care provider or lawyer to complete

• Cannot be honored by emergency medical services (EMS) 

providers

– Ambulance/transfer between facilities

– Emergencies
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Medical Power of Attorney (MPOA)

• Legal document that allows the patient to name a person to make 

health care decisions on their behalf if they are unable to make them 

for themselves.

• Does not become effective until they are not able to clearly state 

their own wishes.

• Review MPOA periodically to ensure it still reflects your wishes
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Living Will (LW)

• Legal document outlining how you would like to be treated 

if the patient became terminally ill or permanently 

unconscious.

• “Keep me comfortable without the use of life-prolonging 

interventions”

• In general, other states will respect a patients’ written 

wishes.
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Combined MPOA/LW

• Just like the MPOA and LW separate forms – just together!

• Benefits:

– One document to notarize, complete, and carry

• Disadvantages: 

– Can’t update only one part of the document
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What are “Life-prolonging medical interventions?”

Living Will and Combined MPOA/LW forms:

• …if “terminally ill or permanently unconscious” →“Keep me comfortable without the use of life-

prolonging interventions”

Non-exhaustive list:

• Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)

• The use of machines to help with heart, lung, or kidney function

• The use of feeding tubes or intravenous catheters to deliver food, fluids, blood, and 

medicines to the body

• Blood transfusions and antibiotics
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NOTE: These are the patient’s EXPRESSED wishes so these 

will always take precedence over any medical order! 
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Mental Health Advance Directive (MHAD)

• Psychiatric advance directive

• Recommended for patients with mental illness

• Comprehensive (7 pages) guide of patient’s wishes to be honored if 

the patient is in a mental health crisis

– Treatment wishes

– Authorization for self-revocation of form while in crisis

– Crisis response and signs

– Substance use history

– Temporary custody of dependents (not the same as permanent custody 

determined by a court)

– Emergency contact

– MPOA
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What if I don’t choose a MPOA 

representative and I lose the 

ability to speak for myself?
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Surrogate Selection

• If you lose the ability to speak for yourself (incapacity) and you 

have not completed a MPOA, Combined form, or MHAD,

– Your health care provider follows the Surrogate Selection Checklist.

• Spouse

• Adult children

• Parents

• Adult siblings

• Adult grandchildren

• Close friends

• Same rules and authority as a MPOA representative

• Chosen by a health care provider on behalf of you instead of chosen by 

you
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Any questions on advance 

directives?
(More information to come shortly)

• Who is recommended to complete advance directives?

• What is the difference between a MPOA and a Surrogate Selection?

• What does “advance” refer to in “advanced care planning” or “advance 

directives?”
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Medical Orders

• Legal documents expressing a patient’s medical wishes in the 

form of a medical order

• Completed with a MD, DO, APRN, PA following a discussion of 

the patient’s wishes

• Can be honored by all health care providers including emergency 

medical services (EMS) providers

• Patients should never be provided a blank medical order to 

complete on their own!!!!!!!
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Do Not Resuscitate (DNR) card

• For patients who do not want CPR if their heart 

stops beating and/or they stop breathing

• CPR is the default.  Requests for DNR status made 

in advance directives cannot be honored by EMS 

but can be honored by non-emergency health care 

providers.

• Can be completed at any age (18 and older) and any 

stage in your health condition
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Called “POLST” at the National Level

• Not for everyone; for patients who:

– Have a serious life-limiting medical condition 

which may include advanced frailty

• More information and choices than 

advance directives and DNR card

– CPR/DNR, level of medical intervention, 

artificial nutrition/hydration
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Any questions on medical orders?
(More information to come shortly)

• What is the difference between a medical order and an advance directive?

• What is the difference between the DNR and the POST?
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Standard of Care 

“An important marker of patient-centered care is decision quality – ensuring that  medical treatments reflect the 

values and goals of patients who are well informed about clinically appropriate options and outcomes.”
Unroe, K.T. et al., 2016



Ensure patient and 
family understanding 

of condition and 
prognosis

Learn preferences 
through shared 
decision-making 

process

Inquire about patients’ 
preferences, advance 
directives and POST

Check WV e-Directive 
Registry for patients 
who lack capacity

Make honoring 
patients’ preferences 
and orders routine

Transfer POST reliably 
by EMS checking 

Registry 

Note and correct errors 
in care transitions

Patients treated 
according to their 

preferences

West Virginia’s System to Provide Patient-Centered, 
High-Quality Care

Individual 

Patient

Health Care 

Setting

Continuum 

of Care

Designate a 

MPOA

Consider a LW

Complete a

POST Form
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How the WV Center for End-of-

Life Care Helps West Virginians 

with Advance Care Planning
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wvendoflife.org

• Learn

– e-Directive Registry

– The Forms

– FAQs

• Receive

– Free education

– Free forms

– Support (877-209-8086)
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Meet the Forms
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354,442

687,913

225,240

DNR

POST

Advance Directives

Total = 1,267,595

*As of February 28, 2021

Distribution of Advance Directives and Medical 

Orders by the WV Center for End-of-Life Care*
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• Accurate, relevant information available in a medical crisis

• 24/7 online access by health care providers through WVHIN

• Patients’ wishes respected throughout the health care system

• Password-protected – HIPAA compliant

• Most comprehensive registry of its kind in the nation

• Nationally recognized

e-Directive Registry FAX:   844.616.1415
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Forms Received by the WV Center for End-of-

Life Care e-Directive Registry

*As of March 31, 2021

Total = 125,084

1. COMB

2. DNR

3. MPOA

4. POST

POST forms,
20,382, 17%

DNR Cards,
30,050, 25%

MPOA,
22,137, 18%

LW,
8,084, 7%

COMB,
37,711, 32%

Surrogate,
1,111, 1%

POST forms DNR Cards MPOA LW COMB Surrogate
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“How COVID-19 Changed Advance Care Planning: Insights 

from the West Virginia Center for End-of-Life Care”

• Distributed more forms (medical orders and advance directives) in 2020 

that every other year

• Communication

– Confirmation of e-Directive Registry documents

– Urgent desire to initiate advance care planning

– Temporary rescindment of treatment-limiting forms

– Patient-specific questions about honoring patients’ wishes during COVID-19 

social-distancing

• 16 educational opportunities

JPSM doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jpainsymman.2020.09.021
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Why Advance Care Planning Matters

• Karen Ann Quinlain (1975)

• Nancy Beth Cruzan (1983)

• Michael Martin (1987)

• Theresa “Terri” Maria Schindler Schiavo (1990)

• Bucilla Stephenson (2012)

• Beatrice Weisman (2013)

• Bobbi Kristina Brown (2015)
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What now?

• Have a conversation with your loved ones about your wishes for 

medical treatment.

• Complete advance directives with a NOTARY.

• Send forms into e-Directive Registry!!!

• Give to doctors, family/friends/loved ones, etc. 

• Review forms regularly!

• National Health Care Decisions Day MONTH! (April 2021)
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Contact the Center for:

• Forms

• Education

• Resources

Thank you


